NTN-SNR WILL BE AT AUTOPROMOTEC BOLOGNA

NTN-SNR will be present at Autopromotec from May 24th to May 28th and will
present its latest innovations to the Italian market, such as wheel speed
sensors, digital TechScan'R V2 and NTN-SNR Iparts applications.

A birthday and a birth!
This year the ASB® technology created by NTN-SNR celebrates its 20 years of
success, the perfect opportunity to introduce to the market the range of wheel speed
sensors.
As the creator of ASB® technology, SNR was awarded the Grand Prix of Innovation
in 1997 at the Equip Auto in Paris. Since then, NTN-SNR, wheel bearing specialist
and European leader, has made this innovation a global standard by granting various
patents and licenses to the main players in the automotive market.
Increasing the range of its wheel range by integrating the wheel speed sensors was
therefore the natural continuation and NTN-SNR is the only bearing manufacturer to
have made this approach. NTN-SNR provides all necessary technical information: a
dedicated catalog with the link between the sensor and the bearing kit, technical data
sheets, disassembly and assembly recommendations made by the technicians of the
group and assembly videos dedicated to the Chassis
NTN-SNR at the service of its customers:
With product quality, service quality is one of the pillars of the NTN-SNR strategy, so
visitors will be able to discover or rediscover the two digital apps that can be
downloaded free of charge from Google Play and the Apple Store:
- TechScan'R which allows to connect all the boxes and the catalogs to the different
technical information online thanks to a simple scan of the reference.
- NTN-SNR Iparts, which makes it possible to always have on hand the updated
catalog for a quick and simplified search by reference and / or vehicle application.

COME AND MEET NTN-SNR: Hall 18 Stand C64

